COMPETITIVE EDGE
STRATEGIC
BRANDING,
MARKETING PLAN &
SOCIAL MEDIA LAUNCH
COMPREHENSIVE, FAST, EFFECTIVE,
STRATEGY AND EXECUTION

COMPETITIVE EDGE SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING MANAGEMENT

OUR MARKETING PLANS ARE UNIQUE!

We Start with a Personalized Marketing
Consulting & Brainstorming Session

Our powerful strategic branding and marketing plan starts with
asking the right questions. We start with an in-depth brainstorming
and strategy session which will get us clear on your objectives,
brand identity, messaging, target market and other vital marketing
fundamentals.
We work with you on the strengths and weaknesses of your current
marketing strategy and determine a game plan based on those
results. Through our strategic marketing and planning session, our
Marketing Strategist will help you identify and prioritize action
items for the next year.
The final deliverable is an easy-to-follow marketing and branding
action plan, social media makeover and content. Unlike most other
marketing consultants, we are a full-service digital marketing firm.
This means that we will do it all for you. By creating and
implementing your brand visuals and social media assets, we will
help put you on the road to an effective presence online.
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THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR STRATEGIC
BRANDING & MARKETING PLAN:
MARKETING CLARITY
AND BRAINSTORMING
CONSULTATION
This is the first step in the process. During this
virtual marketing consultation session, we will
help to bring clarity to the vision that you have
for your business.
We will discuss your marketing and business
growth, what's working with your marketing
right now and what's not working. This one
hour coaching session will help us get focused
and clear on where your marketing is headed.

WRITTEN
MARKETING PLAN
It is not effective marketing if you don't
have a plan. This tactical plan of action is a
detailed step-by-step breakdown of all the
activities we suggest that you implement in
order to improve your brand recognition and
online presence. The marketing plan is a
matrix of activities, and responsibilities and
a simple guide to making it all happen.

SITUATIONAL &
COMPETITOR
ANALYSIS
We will analyze your current presence on social
media, doing an in-depth analysis of your
presence. We will audit all of your social media
profiles, Google search results and websites. The
goal is to provide you with a plan of action and
suggestions for improving your online presence.
We will also conduct a competitor analysis and
look at 3 of your competitors or peers in the
industry to identify what their best practices are
when it comes to marketing online. This step will
help us discover what key things you need to do
in order to grow your online presence.

MESSAGING
It's not branding unless you are consistent.
When it comes to online marketing, you
need a consistent tone and message that
will attract your ideal clients. We will work
with you to write or re-write your bio,
develop your voice and tone and discover
the appropriate content that you need to
post on social media in order to educate,
inform and inspire your unique target
audience.
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THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR STRATEGIC
BRANDING & MARKETING PLAN:
SOCIAL MEDIA
MAKEOVER &
PROFILE
OPTIMIZATION

We will optimize and makeover your current
social media presence. We will create the key
platforms that you will need in order to grow
and attract the right audience to your brand.
We will create branded social media header
graphics with your contact information. This
also includes creating or re-designing social
media cover photos and creating social
media graphics to post on places like
Facebook and Instagram that represent your
brand well.

CONTENT CALENDAR
We see social media as a key marketing
vehicle. But, your content is the gasoline that
powers your vehicle. Today's saavy leads and
prospects don't want to just be "sold to." They
are doing their research. What types of
content are they discovering when they visit
your social media profiles?
During this step of the strategic branding and
marketing plan, we will find and create the
best content for your specific audience and we
will schedule the content for you over the next
30 days. We will also create and post uniqie
graphics that represent your brand well.

FOLLOW-UP
COACHING CALL
One of the benefits of working with Competitive Edge Social Media Marketing is that
we can take your vision and make it a reality. We won't just give you a checklist or
action items to complete, but we will do the work for you. We walk with you through the
entire process by coaching and guiding you on the most up to date and effective
marketing strategies. Once your marketing strategy is in place, we will check in with
you about one month later to see how the strategy is working, answer any questions
that you might have or go over any other action items.

COMPETITIVE EDGE SOCIAL MEDIA
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STRATEGIC BRANDING &
MARKETING PLAN
PAYMENT
Payment is due before work begins.
Currently we offer the following payment
methods:
Credit Card
Paypal

PRICING
$ 1297.00
NEXT...

We are so excited about working with you!
In order to get started, email us at

info@competitivebrand.com

THERE IS NOTHING MORE REWARDING TO US
THAN HAPPY CLIENTS
As Georgia Real Estate law experts, we have had the pleasure of working with
hundreds of real estate professionals and our marketing strategies keep the in
compliance with GREC law. Go ahead and Gooogle us! We are happy to say
that we are a 5 STAR social media marketing firm.

Here are some testimonials from our clients:

"I greatly appreciate all of the information Shantha provided as well as getting to me
and my business. I would highly recommend her and her expertise!"
- Christina D.
"Shantha has been instrumental in our efforts to ramp up our social media presence.
After only the first phone call she was able to grasp immediately the message we were
trying to purvey and turn those ideas into result driven strategies. We look forward to
working with Competitive Edge Social Media in the future!"
- Felicitas H.
"Shantha is awesome about taking your ideas and making them into what you want to
see for your marketing. I give her all my ideas on paper and she presents back what I
might be thinking which is very helpful. She did a great job recently on our logo and
website changes."
- Melissa W.

